
Mathematis 132 { Calulus for Physial and Life SienesDisussion 4 { Distribution FuntionsMarh 21, 2005BakgroundWe have now studied omputing the mass and enter of mass of physial objets withgiven mass density funtions. Many of the same ideas are also used to study the distributionof various quantities in populations and this kind of approah gives the foundations formathematial statistis. Statistial reasoning is used to analyze data from experiments inalmost all of the physial and soial sienes, and is also used extensively in business andpolitial deision-making. Over the next three days we will look at a few of the basi ideashere and see how alulus enters into these questions.Our starting point will be today's disussion, where we will look at the distributionof heights in our lass (using the data olleted at the start of lass last Friday). Here isthe height data set:Women (N = 16): 71, 69, 68, 67, 67, 66, 66, 66, 66, 64, 63, 63, 63, 63, 63, 62Men (N = 10): 72, 72, 72, 71, 70, 70, 69, 68, 68, 67One way to represent the distribution of values in numerial data like this is a graph alleda relative frequeny histogram. To make a relative frequeny histogram, we:� First deide on a �nite subdivision of the range of possible values of the quantity weare measuring. For instane for the women's heights in our lass, we an use intervalsof length �h = 1 inh on the range 61:5 � h � 71:5, entered at the integer values.� On eah interval, we plot a retangle whose height is the fration of the total populationwhose measurement (here the height) falls into that range. For instane, 5 of the WWwomen have height 63 inhes, so the retangle in the relative frequeny histogram forthe women's heights entered at h = 63 has length 5=16 = :3125.� We do this for all the intervals and assemble the retangles:
Disussion QuestionsA) Using the data given above, onstrut relative frequeny histograms for the men'sheights and then for the whole lass (women and men). First deide on appropriate ranges1



of h-values for eah. Your histograms should inlude everyone in the appropriate ategories,of ourse!B) Using these histograms, determine the fration of the whole lass that had heightsbetween 64 and 69 inhes. Determine the fration of the women that had heights 63 inhesor less. Determine the fration of the men that had heights 70 inhes or more.C) Thinking about what you did in question B, desribe in general how the fration of apopulation with heights h in a range a � h � b, or h � b, or h � a relates to areas ofretangles in that histogram.D) It might not be the �rst way you would desribe what is happening with the histogram,but we an think of the histogram as a graph of a \height density funtion" p(h). (Thinkof the \tops" of the retangles { horizontal line segments { as portions of the graph.)1) Give \split-domain" formula(s) for the height density funtion for the men in the lass.2) Taking your answer from question C one step farther, desribe how you ould omputethe fration of a population with heights h in a range a � h � b, or h � b, or h � ausing integrals.If we had a large sample of people from a population (muh larger than the 30-odd peoplein our lass), and we measured the heights more preisely (say to the 1/10) of an inh, thenthe height relatively frequeny histogram would look \smoother", with lots more thinnerretangles. Mathematially speaking, we an even imagine taking a limit with retangleswith �h ! 0, and when we did this, we would obtain the graph of what is alled thepopulation height density funtion p(h).E) How would you express the fration of the population with heights a � h � b as anintegral of p(h)? Why must it be true that p(h) � 0 for all h, and p(h) = 0 for all h < 0.What would be true about the value ofZ 1�1 p(h) dh = Z 10 p(h) dh?AssignmentWriteups due Tuesday, Marh 22.
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